






Revised / Amended Technical Specifications 
 

Item 

No. 

Name of Goods, Technical Description, Specifications and Standards Required 

Quantity 

01. Advanced AI Driven Wide Bore 1.5 Tesla MR System 01 Unit 

 

ITEMS WITH * ARE MANDATORY SPECIFICATIONS. 
  

1. GENERAL 

 

*1.1 Technical advancement requirements: 

 The vendor should guarantee that the system supplied is not refurbished and the MR system quoted is 

the latest available model in the segment. Please mention that year of launch of the quoted model. 

 

*1.2 Certification requirement: 

 The offered model should be CE and FDA-approved (authentic and legible certificate for the same to be 

annexed). 

  

2. MAGNET SYSTEM 

 

2.1 Field strength: 1.5T 

 

2.2 Type of magnet: Superconducting 

 

2.3 RF shielding: Should support RF shielding 

 

2.4 Field stability: ＜0.1 ppm/h 

 

2.5 Homogeneity of magnet: 40 cm DSV < 1 PPM 

 

2.6 Shimming system: Should be equipped with shimming system 

2.6.1 Shimming: Should have both active and passive shimming 

2.6.2 High order shimming: Should have at least 1 channels high order shimming 

 

2.7 Weight of magnet (incl. helium): ≤ 6000kg 

 

*2.8 Length of magnet: ≤ 180cm 

 

*2.9 Patient bore size: ≥ 70cm 

 

2.10 Liquid helium boil-off rate: Zero Helium Boil-off 

 

2.11 Helium volume: Should mention Total volume of Helium required for operation 

 

2.12 Type of cold head: 4K cold head 

  

3. GRADIENT SYSTEM 

 

3.1 Gradient control technique: Should have digital and real-time control techniques 

 

3.2 Cooling type: Water cooling or Air cooled 

 

*3.3 Maximum gradient strength in each axis: ≥ 44 mT/m 

 

*3.4 Maximum gradient slew rate in each axis: ≥ 200 T/m/s 

 

3.5 Minimum rise time: ≤ 0.25 ms 

 

3.6 Simultaneously achieve max. gradient strength and max. gradient slew rate: Yes 

 

3.7 Duty cycle of full FOV: 100%  
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3.8 Shielding: Should have active shielding in X/Y/Z planes 

 

3.9 Noise reduction technology: Should have noise reduction technology 

  

4. RF SYSTEM 

 

*4.1 Power of RFPA: ≥ 16 kW 

 

4.2 Type of RFPA: Should be water or air cooled and digital interface 

 

4.3 Transmit coil: Should be tuning free 

 

4.4 Independent receive channels: ≥ 64 

 

4.5 RF Coils: 

*4.5.2 Head and neck coil: ≥ 24 channels / Acceptable with combination Channels. 

4.5.3 Body array coil: ≥ 12 channels 

*4.5.4 Spine coil: ≥ 32 channels 

*4.5.5 Large flex coil: ≥ 16 channels 

*4.5.6 Small flex coil: ≥ 8 channels 

4.5.7 Dedicated Breast coil: ≥ 8 channels 

*4.5.8 Dedicated Knee coil: ≥ 12 channels  

 (Flex coil used for MSK will not be acceptable) 

*4.5.9 Dedicated Shoulder coil: ≥ 6 channels  

 (Flex coil used for MSK will not be acceptable) 

4.5.10 Dedicated Wrist coil: ≥ 6 channels  

 (Flex coil used for MSK will not be acceptable) 

*4.5.11 Dedicated Lower extremity coil: ≥ 24 channels / Acceptable with combination Channels. 

*4.5.14 Dedicated Foot & ankle coil: ≥ 8 channels  

 (Flex coil used for MSK will not be acceptable) 

*4.5.15 Dedicated Cardiac coil: ≥ 24 channels  

 (Body Array Coil to perform Cardiac Scanning will not be acceptable) 

4.5.17 Number of coil interface: ≥ 6 

*4.5.18 Combined imaging technology: Should have combined imaging technology for multi-body parts 

  

5. COMPUTER SYSTEM 

5.1 Host 

5.1.1 CPU: ≥ 3.0GHz 

5.1.2 Memory capacity: ≥ 24GB 

5.1.3 Hard drive capacity: ≥ 1000GB 

5.1.4 Image storage (512x512): ≥ 600000 

5.1.5 Monitor resolution: ≥ 1920 x 1200 

5.1.6 Monitor size: ≥ 24 inch 

 

5.2 High-speed MR reconstruction 

5.2.1 CPU: Core number ≥ 44, frequency ≥ 2.0GHz 

5.2.2 Memory capacity: ≥ 64GB 

5.2.3 Hard drive capacity: ≥ 1000GB 

5.2.4 image reconstruction speed (256x256): ≥  60,000 frame/second 

5.2.5 Maximum MR acquisition matrix: 1024 × 1024 

5.2.6 Maximum MR reconstruction matrix: 1024 × 1024 

  

6. INTERFACES 

6.1 Parallel scanning and storage: Should provide parallel scanning and storage 

6.2 DICOM 3.0 interface and PACS connection: Should provide DICOM 3.0 interface and PACS 

connection. 

6.3 Network connection with PACS: Support printing, transmission, receiving, query, worklist, etc. 
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7. SCANNING PARAMETERS 

 

7.1 Maximum FOV in X axis: ≥ 500mm 

 

7.2 Maximum FOV in Y axis: ≥ 500mm 

 

*7.3 Maximum FOV in Z axis: ≥ 500mm 

 

7.4 Minimum FOV: ≤ 5mm 

 

7.5 Minimum 2D slice thickness: ≤ 0.1mm 

 

7.6 Minimum 3D slice thickness: ≤ 0.05mm 

 

7.7 Maximum b value of diffusion weighted imaging: ≥ 10000 

  

8. SCANNING TECHNIQUES 

 

8.1 Spin echo (SE) 

8.1.1 2D/3D spin echo: Should provide 2D/3D SE 

8.1.2 2D/3D fast spin echo: Should provide 2D/3D FSE 

8.1.3 Tissue relaxation time measurement: Should provide relaxation time measurement technique 

8.1.4 Variable angle SE sequence: Should provide variable angle SE sequence 

8.1.5 Single shot fast spin echo (SSFSE): Should provide single shot fast spine echo sequence 

 

8.2 Gradient echo (GRE) / Field Echo or equivalent 

8.2.1 Spoiled gradient echo / FASE and FASE2D mEcho: Should provide gradient echo with RF spoiled 

technology 

8.2.2 3D fast spoiled gradient echo / FFE3D: Should provide 3D fast spoiled gradient echo that utilizes fast 

fat-saturated pulse, acquiring multiple encoding lines in k-space continuously after each fat-saturated 

pulse, to reduce acquisition time. 

8.2.3 Steady state free precession: Should provide the steady state free precession sequence 

8.2.4 Balanced steady state free procession: Should provide balanced steady state free procession to ensure 

steady-state by spatial, phase and frequency-encodings and finish fast imaging with high SNR 

8.2.5 Contrast enhanced MRA sequence: Should provide sequence to conduct contrast enhanced MRA 

8.2.6 Time of flight (TOF): Should provide TOF sequence that enhances signal intensity relative to static 

tissue by using inflow blood 

8.2.7 Phase contrast (PC): Should provide PC sequence that utilizes phase changes of inflow blood to 

suppress background tissue but highlight inflow blood 

8.2.8 Multi echo combined gradient sequence: Should provide sequence that utilizes shifts of readout 

gradient after each small-angle RF excitation to acquire multiple gradient echoes 

 

8.3 Echo planar imaging (EPI) 

8.3.1 Single shot EPI: Should provide single shot EPI sequence 

8.3.2 SE-EPI: Should provide SE-based EPI sequence 

8.3.3 GRE-EPI: Should provide GRE-based EPI sequence 

8.3.4 EPI IR: Should provide combined EPI and IR technique 

 

8.4 Fat saturation technique:  

8.4.1 Fat Saturation: Should provide technique that uses chemical shift differences in water/fat molecules to 

complete selective saturation of fat peak for excellent fat suppression 

8.4.2 Spectral attenuated inversion recovery: Should provide technique that uses fat saturated and adiabatic 

pulses to suppress the maximum fat signals with automatic calculations of inverse time 

8.4.3 Spectral excitation: Should provide technique that uses frequency and spatial selected binomial pulses, 

to combine multiple pulses with various flip angles in different directions 

8.4.4 STIR: Should provide STIR technique that is insensitive to inhomogeneous magnetic field/RF filed and 

provides remarkable fat suppression on large FOV and off-center scanning 

8.4.5 EPI-IR: Should provide EPI-IR technique that combines EPI and IR sequence to suppress fat signals 

and completes EPI acquisitions 

 

*8.5 Diffusion imaging 

8.5.1 ADC acquisition: Should be able to perform ADC acquisition 

8.5.2 Isotropic acquisition: Should be able to perform isotropic acquisition 
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8.5.3 Anisotropic acquisition: Should be able to perform anisotropic acquisition 

8.5.4 ADC measurement: Should be able to perform ADC measurement 

8.5.5 ADC mapping: Should be able to perform ADC mapping 

 

*8.6 Angiography:  

8.6.1 2D/3D time of flight (TOF): Should provide TOF technique to utilize enhanced effect of inflow blood 

and saturation of background tissue to generate excellent blood-tissue contrast 

8.6.2 2D/3D phase contrast (PC): Should provide PC technique to utilize phase changes and flow velocity 

encoding to suppress background tissue but highlight angiographic signals 

8.6.3 Magnetization transfer contrast (MTC): Should provide MTC technique to improve contrast of MR 

angiography 

8.6.4 Maximal intensity projection (MIP): S Should provide MIP technique 

8.6.5 Multi planar reconstruction (MPR): Should provide MPR technique 

8.6.6 Curved planar reconstruction (CPR): Should provide CPR technique 

 

*8.7 Artifacts reduction technology 

8.7.1 Flow compensation: Should provide flow compensation technique to reduce the phase error and 

motion artifacts 

8.7.2 Respiratory trigger: Should provide respiratory trigger technique to reduce respiratory motion artifacts 

8.7.3 Multi-breath hold scan: Should provide multi-breath hold technique to reduce respiratory motion 

artifacts 

8.7.4 Average mode: Should provide technique to average acquired data for improving SNR and suppressing 

motion artifacts. 

8.7.5 Motion artifact reduction acquisition: Should provide the motion insensitive technology to do radial 

k-space filling and reduce motion artifacts. Specify the technology name. 

8.7.6 Image filtering: Should provide image filtering to improve image quality 

8.7.7 Radial acquisition: Should provide the radial acquisition technology to reduce motion artifact caused 

by pulsation, breathing or swallowing 

 

*8.8 Fast acquisition technique 

8.8.1 Half Fourier: Should provide Partial Fourier that fills out k-space with acquired phase-encoding lines 

based on its conjugate-symmetric theory 

8.8.2 Partial read out: Should provide partial read out that utilizes sequences without echo-train and reduces 

TE to decrease acquisition time or increase acquisition slice numbers 

8.8.3 Rectangular FOV: Should provide rectangular FOV technique that could save scanning time 

8.8.4 Parallel imaging: Should provide parallel imaging technique to accelerates routine clinical scanning to 

improve patient throughput and optimizes temporal/spatial resolution within same acquisition time 

8.8.5 Elliptical acquisition: Should provide elliptical acquisition technique that can partial fill k-space with 

central information by elliptical acquisition technology 

 

*8.9 Other standard techniques 

8.9.1 Sequential and interleaved slice acquisition: Should provide sequential and interleaved slice 

acquisition method 

8.9.2 Variable bandwidth: Should provide method that is open for users to adjust sequence bandwidth 

8.9.3 Adjustable receiving gain: Receiving gains should be adjustable for acquired signals. 

8.9.4 Frequency offset: Scanning frequency offset can be adjusted automatically and manually 

8.9.5 Graphical and interactive slice planning: Should provide Graphical and interactive slice planning 

technique 

8.9.6 Variable-rate selective excitation: Should provide variable-rate selective excitation to optimize RF 

energy 

8.9.7 Automatic coil selection: Should provide automatic coil selection technique 

 

*8.10 Comprehensive application package  

8.10.1 Neuro examination: Should provide dedicatedly designed sequences, protocols and workflow for 

neuro imaging  

8.10.2 Body examination: Should provide dedicatedly designed sequences, protocols and workflow for body 

imaging 

8.10.3 Orthopedics examination: Should provide dedicatedly designed sequences, protocols and workflow 

for orthopedics imaging 

8.10.4 Oncology examination: Should provide dedicatedly designed sequences, protocols and workflow for 

oncology imaging 

8.10.5 Breast examination: Should provide dedicatedly designed sequences, protocols and workflow for 

breast imaging 
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8.10.6 Vessel examination: Should provide dedicatedly designed sequences, protocols and workflow for 

vessel imaging 

8.10.7 Cardiac examination: Should provide dedicatedly designed sequences, protocols and workflow for 

cardiac imaging 

8.10.8 Pediatric examination: Should provide dedicatedly designed sequences, protocols and workflow for 

pediatric imaging 

 

9. ADVANCED APPLICATION 

 

*9.1 Compressed Speeder / Compressed sensing or compressed sensing-based acceleration technology: 

Should support compressed sensing technique, and it cannot be replaced by other technologies such as 

parallel imaging technology. 

  
*9.1.1 Compressed sensing for dynamic imaging: Specify the highest temporal resolution achievable for the 

quoted MR system 

*9.1.2 Compressed sensing for static imaging: Should support compressed sensing technique for 2D and 3D 

static imaging 

*9.1.3 High speed reconstruction machine for compressed sensing: Should provide high speed 

reconstruction machine for compressed sensing imaging data 

 

*9.2 Susceptibility weighted imaging: Support amplitude map, phase map, and MinIP reconstruction 

 

*9.3 Susceptibility weighted imaging with blood signal suppression: Should support blood signal 

suppression in susceptibility weighted imaging 

 

*9.4 Susceptibility weighted imaging in abdomen: Support fast acquisition for a single layer to obtain a 

comparison of tissue susceptibility 

 

*9.5 Magnet resonance spectroscopy: Support single voxel and multi voxel acquisition for 2D and 3D 

 

*9.6 Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI): Should support ≥128 directions diffusion tensor imaging 

 

*9.7 Brain perfusion: Should support brain perfusion to show high temporal resolution imaging of brain 

tissue 

 

*9.8 Functional MRI with BOLD technology: Should support BOLD to analyze brain function, such as 

motion and cognitive positioning, and data of activated brain region with respect to susceptibility 

changes 

 

*9.9 Fat quantification technology: Should support fat quantification technique, specify the technology 

name 

 

*9.10 Computed DWI technology: Should support computed DWI technology that produces computed b 

value DWI images 

 

*9.11 Small FOV DWI / RDC DWI or equivalent: Should support DWI in small FOV, specify the 

technology name 

 

9.12 Mapping technology: Should provide sequences for tissue T1, T2* mapping 

 

*9.13 Smart examination: Should support automatic “one-button-to-push” anatomical orientation for 

examination process 

*9.13.1 Head smart examination: Should support smart examination for head 

*9.13.2 Spine smart examination: Should support smart examination for spine 

*9.13.3 knee smart examination: Should support smart examination for knee 

*9.13.4 Cardiac smart examination: Should support smart examination for cardiac 

 

9.14 Multiple protocols manipulation: Should support manipulation of multiple protocols within a single 

user interface 

 

*9.15 Cardiac imaging package: Should provide cardiac imaging package 

 

*9.16 Advanced image post-processing workstation: Should provide the latest version of image post-
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processing workstation 

 

9.16.1 BOLD analysis:  Should provide post-processing software for evaluation of functional MRI data 

9.16.2 MRS analysis: Should provide post-processing software for evaluation of MRS data, including single 

voxel and multiple voxel data 

9.16.3 Brain perfusion analysis: Should provide post-processing software for evaluation of MR brain 

perfusion data 

9.16.4 Tractography: Should provide post-processing software for DTI and Tractography, estimation of 

ADC, FA, fiber tracking, fiber statistics and display of fiber tracts on anatomical images 

9.16.5 Breast evaluation and analysis: Should provide post-processing software for evaluation of MR breast 

imaging data 

9.16.6 Maps analysis: Should provide post-processing software for the calculation of T1, T2*, R2* and ADC 

9.16.7 Image fusion: Should provide post-processing software for images fusions of different MRI contrasts 

9.16.8 Vessel analysis: Should provide post-processing software for angiography analysis, with the accurate 

extraction of blood vessels and fast automatic measurement including: 

a. Phase Contrast 

b. TOF MRA 

c. Dynamic Contrast-enhanced MR Angiography 

d. 3D ASL 

e. SNAP 

f. Non-contrast MRA 

 

9.16.9 Cardiac analysis:  

 Should provide post-processing software for cardiac function analysis including:  

a. Morphology 

b. Cardiac Function 

c. Cardiac Perfusion 

d. Cardiac Viability 

e. Mapping 

f. Coronary Imaging 

g. Flow Quantification 2D 

 

*10. AI SOLUTIONS AND ADVANCED SOFTWARE 

 

*10.1 Deep Learning Image Reconstruction: Deep learning network should intelligently recognize and 

remove noise to optimize image detail and improve image quality. It should support all body parts 

examination.  

 

*10.2 AI Based Compressed Sensing / Compress Speeder: AI based compressed sensing should integrate 

AI based compressed sensing, parallel acquisition and half-Fourier acceleration technologies and 

perform deep learning on prior knowledge through AI. 

 

*10.3 Quiet Imaging: System should have the feature to reduce overall gradient noise during scanning. 

Standard Electronic and/or acoustic sound dampening will not be acceptable. Quiet imaging should be 

applicable for all sequences. 

*10.4 Wireless Respiratory Gating Acquisition: System should have the capability in hardware and 

software for wireless respiratory gated acquisition without the need for a respiratory belt. 

  

11. EXAMINATION ENVIRONMENT 

 

11.1 Communication system: Should provide two-way intercom to communicate with patient for scan 

instruction and patient’s anxiety elimination 

 

11.2 MR compatible headphone: Should provide MR compatible headphone to play music or to 

communicate with patient 

 

11.3 Adjustable patient comfort setting in tunnel: Should provide adjustable patient comfort setting of 

ventilation and in-bore lightness 

 

11.4 Control panels: Should provide dual-side control panels with touching screen 

 

11.5 Vital signal monitor: Should provide wireless vital signal monitor to display patients ECG, signal of 

pulse and respiration 
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11.6 Bed-side patient information system: Should provide bed-side system to display patient’s personal 

and examination information 

 

11.7 Emergency alarm device: Should provide emergency alarm device for patient during examination 

 

*11.8 Maximum weight of patient table: ≥220kg 

 

11.9 Maximum horizontal moving speed of patient table: ≥20cm/s 

 

11.10 Length of patient table: ≥ 200cm 

 

11.11 Scanning range: ≥ 180cm 

 

11.12 Automatic table movement for multi-station scan: Should provide automatic table movement for 

multi-station scan 

 

11.13 Emergency stop button: Should have emergency stop button on each side of patient table 

 

11.14 MR compatible drip stand: Should provide MR compatible drip stand 

 

11.15 MR compatible paper roll stand: Should provide MR compatible paper roll stand 

 

11.16 Coil cabinet: Should provide coil cabinet for coils storage 

 

12 THIRD PARTY ACCESSORIES 

 

*12.1 Imported RF Cage with complete interior finishes: Complete details of RF Cage recommended by 

the manufacturer should be provided 

 

*12.2 Imported Chiller (2Nos): Should provide compatible chillers as per manufacturers recommendations 

 

12.3 MRI Compatible Wheelchair  

 

12.4 MRI Compatible Stretcher  

 

12.5 MRI Compatible Power Injector: Should provide details of MRI compatible power injector with at 

least 100 syringes. 

 

12.6 MRI Compatible Anesthesia Machine: Should provide details of MRI Compatible Anesthesia 

Machine 

 

12.7 Compatible Online UPS for MRI Suite: UPS Must include backup of at least 10 minutes for the 

system and the chillers 

 

13 ANY TWO OF THE FOLLOWING CERTIFICATIONS/STANDARDS: 

 

13.1 510(k) USA- Food & Drug Administration (USA-FDA) 

13.2 European MDD (CE) 93/42/EEC (Medical Device Directive) 

13.3 Japan Industrial Standard (JIS) / Japan Quality Assurance Organization (JQAO) / Certificate 

issued by Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare (MHLW) Govt. of Japan 

 
14 UPGRADES 

*14.1 Must separately quote cost of Future Software Upgrades (for Console licenses and Advanced Post-

processing (workstation) licenses. 

 

*14.2 Quote model must be equipped with ALL available options. Must quote separately all available 

software not mentioned in the tender 

 

15 INSTALLATION AND COMMISSIONING 

 

*15.1 The contracting firm will install the complete system within 4 months starting from the date of 

establishing L/C. 
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 Confirmation for this timeline must be mentioned on the Company Letterhead and the vendor will be 

bound to adhere to the timeline. If a bidder does not confirm to agree to this, the tender bid may be 

rejected. 

 

15.2 If a vendor fails to meet the timeline the hospital will impose penalties. 

 

16 WARRANTY & POST WARRANTY 

 

*16.1 Five years Comprehensive Warranty:  

 Five five-year comprehensive warranty period for the complete package shall start from the date of full 

functional commissioning including all RF Coils, Cold head, Helium and all parts. 

 

*16.2 Comprehensive annual maintenance cost of 8% will be applicable after warranty up to 10th year 

 

16.3 Maintenance of the machine/equipment during the whole period of warranty shall be the responsibility 

of the vendor failing which, the vendor will have to pay down downtime penalty as indicated in terms 

and conditions. 

 

17 DOWNTIME CONDITIONS 

 

17.1 An annual optimal uptime of 95% is considered as an acceptable level of performance:  

 Uptime should be defined as time available to user for data acquisition and processing on all working 

days throughout the year. 

 If the uptime percentage for the measurement period shall fall short of 95% annually, the following 

formula will be applied to determine additional days in the warranty / service contract period. 

 • 100 – 96% No penalty 

 • 95 – 90% the warranty period will be extended by 1.5 times the number of days as extra downtime. 

 • 89 – 80% the warranty period will be extended by 2 times the number of days as extra downtime. 

 • Below 80% the warranty period will be extended by 4 times the number of days as extra downtime. 

 

 The 8 hours non-functioning of the equipment or any part there of (all features as per specifications in 

contract/proposal) will be considered as one day down time. The equipment shall be fully functional as 

part of uptime and if it is partly functional i.e. some patients/procedures are not done, it should be 

considered as down time accordingly. If in this case, equipment is 70% functional i.e. 70% patients can 

be done on the machine, downtime will be 30% and warranty compensation will be made accordingly in 

terms of warranty extension as mentioned above. 

 

 Downtime is defined as the failure in the equipment operation to acquire or process the data, resulting in 

inability to carry out the required procedure properly. 

 

 Downtime will start as the end users notifies the designated service / facility verbally or in writing. 

 

 Downtime will end when satisfactory repairs have been affected and the system is again fully functional 

with all parameters available for clinical use. 

 

 The scheduled preventive maintenance shall not be considered as down time and shall not be more than 

two days. 

 

17.2 Manufacturer / supplier will be responsible for preventive maintenance of the system as per 

manufacturer recommendation, should keep a check on electrical, magnetic, temperature and humidity 

conditions. Such a check should be made every four weeks and record should be provided to radiology 

department. 

 

17.3 Manufacturer / supplier will guarantee the availability of spare parts and accessories for the system for 

at least 10 years. 

 

17.4 Manufacturer / supplier should also confirm that in event of the services costs falling or reducing in line 

with the manufacturer policy worldwide due to technical innovations or other reviews, they will reduce 

the maintenance cost accordingly. 

 

 


